Abstract. We extend the Cox ring based combinatorial theory for rational varieties with torus action of complexity one to Mori dream spaces with torus action of arbitrary high complexity. The key idea is to work over the maximal orbit quotient, which keeps finite generation of the Cox ring. As a sample class, we investigate Mori dream spaces with a projective space as maximal orbit quotient having a general hyperplane arrangement as critical locus. Applying our methods, we classify in every dimension the smooth Fano general arrangement varieties of complexity two and Picard number two and study their birational geometry as well as small degenerations to Fano varieties with torus action of complexity one.
Introduction
The complexity c of an effective algebraic torus action T × X → X on an algebraic variety is the difference c = dim(X) − dim(T). The simplest case, c = 0, represents the theory of toric varieties, which most evidently reveals the strong relations between torus actions and combinatorics. In general, the situation is built up, roughly speaking, from a c-dimensional variety Y suitably realizing the field K(X) T of rational invariants of the T-variety X and a combinatorial part reflecting essential properties of the torus action. This principle has been made precise in [1, 2] , where Y is the Chow quotient and the torus action is encoded via the combinatorial language of polyhedral divisors.
In the present article, we provide a more specific approach, focused on varieties with finitely generated Cox ring, for instance Mori dream spaces. We choose a rather minimal representative Y of the field K(X)
T of rational invariants: the maximal orbit quotient is a rational map π : X Y , defined on an open subset W ⊆ X 0 with complement of codimension at least two in the open set X 0 ⊆ X of all points with finite torus isotropy such that π(W ) is open with complement of codimension at least two in Y ; see Section 2. For our purposes, the crucial property of the maximal orbit quotient π : X Y is that Y has finitely generated Cox ring if and only if X has so, see [18, Thm. 1.1] . This allows us to make full use of the strongly combinatorial nature of varieties with finitely generated Cox ring [3, Chap. 3] .
Given a variety Y with finitely generated Cox ring, we systematically build up varieties with torus action and maximal orbit quotient π : X Y using mainly basic toric geometry: Construction 2.1 starts with a choice of Cox ring generators for Y , then fixes a compatible fan Σ and finally delivers X as a closed subvariety of the toric variety Z associated with the fan Σ such that the torus action on X is inherited from a subtorus action on Z. As a byproduct of the construction, we obtain the Cox ring of X for free; see Proposition 2.3. Theorem 2.5 then shows that in particular all Mori dream spaces with torus action are obtained this way. Specializing the procedure to the case that Y is the projective or the affine line, we retrieve the Cox ring based approach to rational varieties with torus action of complexity one developed in [14, 15, 19] .
As a very first sample class, we elaborate in Section 4 the special case of a maximal orbit quotient π : X P c such that the critical values of π form a general hyperplane arrangement in the projective space P c . We call such a Tvariety X a general arrangement variety. These varieties conservatively generalize the rational T-varieties of complexity one; for example, their Cox rings are as well complete intersection rings and show a very similar structure. Extending recent classification work in complexity one [12] , we take a closer look at smooth general arrangement varieties of Picard number at most two. In Picard number one, we retrieve precisely the smooth projective quadrics, see Proposition 5.15 . Similar to the case of complexity one, the situation in Picard number two is much more ample. For the case of complexity two, we obtain the following explicit descriptions; below, we say that a torus action on a variety is of true complexity c, if the action is is of complexity c and the variety doesn't admit a torus action of lower complexity. Theorem 1.1. Every smooth projective general arrangement variety of true complexity two and Picard number two is isomorphic to precisely one of the following varieties X, specified by their Cox ring R(X), the matrix [w 1 , . . . , w r ] of generator degrees and an ample class u ∈ Cl(X) = Z 2 .
No. Moreover, each of the listed data defines a smooth projective arrangement variety of true complexity two and Picard number two.
R(X)
As direct applications, we can classify in Theorem 7.1 in every dimension the (finitely many) smooth Fano general arrangement varieties of complexity two and Picard number two and in Theorem 7.4 the smooth truly almost Fano general arrangement varieties of true complexity two and Picard number two, where truly almost Fano means that the anticanonical divisor is semiample but not ample. Moreover, we study in Section 7 the geometry of the Fano varieties listed in Theorem 7.1, meaning that we describe their elementary divisorial contractions and provide small degenerations to singular Fano varieties of true complexity one. Moreover, we obtain a similar finiteness feature as observed in [12] in complexity one: all varieties of Theorem 7.1 arise via two elementary contractions and a series of small quasimodifications from a finite set of smooth projective general arrangement varieties of complexity two having dimension 5 to 8, see Remark 7.3. 
Mori dream spaces with torus action
Throughout the whole article, we work over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero, a variety is an integral scheme over K and by point, we mean closed point. In this section, we introduce a general framework to construct in particular Mori dream spaces with torus action. The key input is the main result of [18] . There, the Cox ring
of a normal variety X with an effective torus action T × X → X, only constant invertible global functions and finitely generated divisor class group Cl(X) was described in terms of the open subset of points with finite T-isotropy and a certain quotient:
X 0 = {x ∈ X; T x is finite} ⊆ X, π : X Y.
More precisely, [21, Cor. 3 ] yields a quotient κ : X 0 → X 0 /T, where the orbit space X 0 /T is a normal, possibly non-separated prevariety. Using [18, Prop. 3.5], we obtain a normal variety Y and a commutative diagram of rational maps
there are an open set W ⊆ X 0 with complement X 0 \ W of codimension at least two and prime divisors C 0 , . . . , C r on Y with the following properties:
isomorphism and it is an isomorphism over V \ (C 0 ∪ . . . ∪ C r ), (iii) for every i = 0, . . . , r, the inverse image π −1 (C i ) ⊆ W is a union of prime divisors D i1 , . . . , D ini ⊆ W and all prime divisors of X 0 with nontrivial generic T-isotropy occur among the D ij .
We call the rational map π : X Y the maximal orbit quotient, the morphism π : W → V a big representative and C 0 , . . . , C r the doubling divisors of π. Keeping their notation, we extend the D ij to X by passing to their closures. Moreover, we denote by E 1 , . . . , E m the prime divisors in the complement X \ X 0 . Then the main result of [18] says that the Cox ring R(X) of X is given as
ini , where R(Y ) is the Cox ring of Y , by 1 Ci ∈ R(Y ) we denote the canonical section of C i , the variables T ij , S k represent the canonical sections of D ij , E k and l ij is the order of the isotropy group T x for a general x ∈ D ij . Moreover, the Cl(X)-grading on the r.h.s. assigns to T ij , S k the classes of D ij , E k and turns the Cl(Y )-grading of R(Y ) into a Cl(X)-grading via the pullback homomorphism π * . The idea of this section is to go in the reverse direction. That means that we start with a normal variety Y having only constant invertible global functions, finitely generated divisor class group Cl(Y ) and finitely generated Cox ring R(Y ); for example, Y might be any Mori dream space. The aim is to construct from Y in a systematic way basically all varieties X with finitely generated Cox ring coming with a torus action that have maximal orbit quotient X Y . Our construction will link to toric geometry by using suitable toric varieties as ambient spaces. This means in particular, that we have to deal with varieties Y admitting toric embeddings. According to [22] , the latter just means that Y is an A 2 -variety, that means that any two points of Y admit a common affine open neighborhood; for instance, Y is affine or projective. To obtain suitable toric embeddings, we make use of the divisibility properties of the Cox ring. A Cl(Y )-prime in R(Y ) is a homogeneous non-zero non-unit f ∈ R(Y ) such that whenever f divides a product of homogeneous elements, then it divides one of the factors. Now, R(Y ) is Cl(Y )-factorial in the sense that every homogeneous non-zero non-unit is a product of Cl(Y )-primes; see [3, Thm. 1.5.3.7] . This allows us to choose a system of pairwise non-associated Cl(Y )-prime generators for R(Y We are ready to enter the construction. The reader preferring to see a concrete example before may jump directly to Example 3.10.
Construction 2.1. Let Y be a normal A 2 -variety with only constant invertible global functions, finitely generated divisor class group Cl(Y ) and finitely generated Cox ring R(Y ). Fix a choice α = (f 0 , . . . , f r ) of pairwise non-associated Cl(Y )-prime generators of R(Y ) and an associated toric embedding Y ⊆ Z ∆ , where Z ∆ arises from the fan ∆ in the lattice Z t . Denote by u 0 , . . . , u r the primitive generators of the rays of ∆ and write them as the columns in a t × (r + 1) matrix
Note that Cl(Y ) = Cl(Z ∆ ) equals K B := Z r+1 /im(B * ). We build a larger matrix P from B as follows. Fix positive integers n 0 , . . . , n r and set n := n 0 + . . . + n r . Let m, s be nonnegative integers such that t + s ≤ n + m. For every pair i, j, where i = 0, . . . , r and j = 1, . . . , n i , fix a positive integer l ij and an intergral vector
where we require that the columns
are pairwise different and primitive and generate Q t+s as a vector space. Now choose any fan Σ in Z t+s having the columns v ij , v k as the primitive generators of its rays and denote by Z Σ the associated toric variety. We obtain a commutative diagram
where the downwards rational map from Z Σ to Z ∆ is given by the projection of tori T t+s → T t and we define
to be the closure of the inverse image of Y under T t+s → T t . Then X is invariant under the action of T s . We have
Now, consider the monomials
. . , h q be generators for the ideal of relations between f 0 , . . . , f r . Then the factor ring
becomes K P -graded by assigning to the generators T ij , S k the classes of the canonical basis vectors e ij , e k in K P as their degrees. Moreover, we have a unique homomorphism of graded rings R(Y ) → R(α, P ) sending f i to T li i . Remark 2.2. If, in Construction 2.1, the toric ambient variety Z Σ is affine (complete, projective), then the resulting X is affine (complete, projective).
We say that a K-algebra R, graded by a finitely generated abelian group K is K-integral if it has no homogeneous zero divisors. Proposition 2.3. Let X = X(α, P, Σ) arise from Construction 2.1. Suppose that R(α, P ) is a K P -integral affine algebra with only constant homogeneous units and that the variables T ij define pairwise nonassociated K P -primes in R(α, P ). Then the following statements hold.
(i) The T s -variety X is normal with only constant invertible global functions, is of dimension s + dim(Y ), has divisor class group Cl(X) = K X , Cox ring R(X) = R(α, P ) and it comes with a T s -equivariant toric embedding X ⊆ Z Σ . We will make use of Bechtold's normality criterion [6, Cor. 6] ; for convenience we give a direct proof here. Proposition 2.4. Let K be a finitely generated abelian group and R a K-factorial affine K-algebra with only constant K-homogeneous units. Let f 1 , . . . , f r be a system of pairwise non-associated K-prime generators for R. If any r − 1 of the deg(f i ) generate K as a group, then R is integral and normal.
Proof. The K-grading of R defines an action of the quasitorus H := Spec K[K] on the affine variety X := Spec R. Set g i := j =i f j and consider the H-invariant open subset
By our assumptions, X has complement of codimension at least two in X and the H-action on X is free. According to [5, Thm. 1.3 ], each X gi /H is factorial. As H acts freely on X gi , the quotient map X gi → X gi /H is anétale H-principal bundle. Thus, we can conclude that each X gi and hence X is normal. Now, observe
We claim that the last inclusion is in fact an equality. Let g ∈ O( X) be an Hhomogeneous function. Since g is a regular homogeneous function on X g1 , we have
. is a quotient of two elements from R. Using K-factoriality, we obtain
with pairwise nonassociated K-primes p i , f j ∈ R, where f 2 , . . . , f r are the generators fixed before. Since g is regular on the normal variety X and X \ X is of codimension at least two in X, we must have µ 2 = . . . = µ r = 0. Consequently, g ∈ R holds. Now, every regular function on X is a sum of K-homogeneous ones and thus extends to a regular function on X. In particular, R = O( X) is normal. To see that R is integral, we have to show that X = Spec R is irreducible. Due to normality, the irreducible components of X coincide with its connected components X 1 , . . . , X k . These components are transitively permuted by H. Choose h i ∈ H with X i = h i X 1 and a non-trivial character χ ∈ X(H) vanishing along the stabilizer of X 1 . Then, setting f (z) := χ(h i ) for z ∈ X i defines a homogeneous unit on X, which is non-constant a soon as k > 1 holds. We conclude k = 1 and thus X is irreducible. 
where the lifting A :
Dualizing gives a commutative ladder of abelian groups with exact rows 
Consider the product f ∈ R(Y ) over all the generators f i of R(Y ) and the product g ∈ R(α, P ) over all the generators T ij and S k of R(α, P ). Then, using the above diagram, we see
Since the l.h.s. ring is factorial, also the r.h.s. ring is so. By assumption, R(α, P ) is K P -integral and the generators T ij are K P -prime. Using [5, Thm. Theorem 2.5. Let X be an irreducible, normal, A 2 -maximal variety with torus action having only constant invertible global functions, finitely generated divisor class group and finitely generated Cox ring. Then X is equivariantly isomorphic to a variety X(α, P, Σ) arising from Construction 2.1.
Proof. Consider the maximal orbit quotient X Y . As outlined at the beginning of the section, the main result of [18] yields a presentation of the Cox ring of X via Cl(X)-homogeneous generators and relations:
ini , where we ensure that the canonical sections 1 C0 , . . . , 1 Cr generate the Cox ring of Y . The Cl(X)-grading of R(X) reflects the action of the characteristic quasitorus H := Spec K[Cl(X)] on the total coordinate space X := Spec R(X). Moreover, there is an H-invariant open subset X ⊆ X with complement of codimension at least two in X such that we have a good quotient p : X → X = X/ /H. Let T × X → X be the torus action on X. According to [3, Thm. 4.2.3.2] , there is an action of T on X such that we have t·h·x = h·t·x and p(t·x) = t b ·p(x) with a fixed positive integer b for all t ∈ T, h ∈ H and x ∈ X. Since X ⊆ X has a small complement and X is normal, we can extend the T-action to X.
The Cox ring generators T ij and S k are H-homogeneous. We show that they are also T-homogeneous.
we define a rational function on X by
Numerator and denominator have the same divisor and both are H-homogeneous. Thus, g t is an invertible H-homogeneous element of R(X) and hence constant; see [3] . We conclude that there is a character χ ∈ X(T) with f (t·x) = χ(t)f (x). The same arguing works in the case f = S k . The toric embedding X ⊆ Z defined by the (T × H)-homogeneous Cox ring generators T ij and S k is T-equivariant, where T acts as a subtorus of the acting torus T Z of the ambient toric variety Z. The inclusion T ⊆ T Z is reflected by a splitting Z t ×Z s of the lattice of one parameter subgroups of T Z , where Z s represents the factor T = T s . The toric variety Z is defined by a fan Σ in Z t × Z s and the projection
where ∆ in Z s is the fan having the projected rays corresponding to the generators T ij as its maximal cones. The r.h.s. downwards arrow defines the maximal orbit quotient for the T-action on Z = Z Σ and as the toric divisors of Z Σ cut out the prime divisors of X, the l.h.s. downwards arrow defines the maximal orbit quotient for the T-action on X. Now consider the toric Cox construction of Z Σ . It is given by a homomorphism Z n+m → Z t+s . Let P denote the corresponding (n+m)×(t+s) matrix and write v ij , v k for the columns indexed according to the Cox ring generators T ij and S k . Computing the T-isotropy along the toric divisors of Z Σ according to [3] Prop. 2.1.4.2, we obtain v 1 , . . . , v m ∈ {0} × Q s and see that the v ij have a non-trivial Z t -part being the l ij -fold multiple of the primitive generator w i ∈ Z t of the ray through the image of v ij . Thus, P looks as in Construction 2.1.
To conclude the proof, we still have to show that Y ⊆ Z ∆ is the toric embedding arising from the Cox ring generators 1 C0 , . . . , 1 Cr . By construction, the pullbacks to X of the divisors on Y ⊆ Z ∆ cut out by the toric prime divisors equal the pullbacks to X of the divisors C 0 , . . . , C r . Thus, C 0 , . . . , C r are in fact the divisors cut out by the toric prime divisors of Z ∆ . The toric Cox construction of Z ∆ is given by the lattice homomorphism Z r+1 → Z t sending the i-th canonical basis vector to w i . The monomial map
0 , . . . , z lr r ) is the categorical quotient by the action of the quasitorus ker(µ) on K n+m . The total coordinate space X ⊆ K n+m is invariant and thus maps onto a closed set [1, 2] , it happens that one has to start with a non Mori dream space. For example, the maximal torus action on the Grassmannian G(2, n) has the moduli space M 0,n as its Chow quotient and for n ≥ 10, it is known that M 0,n and hence all its blow ups have a non-finitely generated Cox ring [9, 13, 17] .
First properties and examples
We begin this section with adapting concepts and statements from [3, Chap. 3 ] to the setting of Construction 2.1. This allows us to describe basic geometric properties of the resulting varieties. Then we turn to more specific properties around the torus action. Finally, we elaborate an explicit example, showing how Construction 2.1 works in practice and we indicate how an existing description of rational T-varieties of complexity one fits into the framework of Construction 2.1.
Remark 3.1. Let X = X(α, P, Σ) and the toric ambient variety Z = Z Σ be as in 2.1 and 2.3. The total coordinate spaces X and Z, that means the spectra of the Cox rings R(X) and R(Z), are explicitly given as
The grading of R(X) and R(Z) by K p = Cl(X) = Cl(Z) defines the actions of the characteristic quasitorus H = Spec K[K P ] on X and Z, which respect the embedding X ⊆ Z. Moreover, we have a commutative diagram
where Z → Z is the toric Cox construction [10, Sec. 5.1] and X = X ∩ Z holds. The induced good quotient X → X is the characteristic space over X.
We take a closer look at the decomposition of X = X(α, P, Σ) obtained by cutting down the orbit decomposition of the ambient toric variety Z = Z Σ . Recall that, for σ ∈ Σ, the associated distinguished point z σ ∈ Z is the common limit point of all one-parameter groups given by vectors from the relative interior of σ. Definition 3.2. Let X = X(α, P, Σ) be as in 2.1 and 2.3. Set γ := Q n+m ≥0 . An X-face is a face γ 0 Q n+m such that the complementary face γ * 0 γ satisfies
For a cone σ ∈ Σ and the face γ 0 γ with P (γ * 0 ) = σ, consider the intersection of the corresponding toric orbit of Z = Z Σ with X:
We say that σ ∈ Σ and γ 0 γ are X-relevant if X(γ 0 ) = X(σ) is non-empty. Moreover, we denote rlv(X) := {γ 0 γ; γ is X-relevant}.
Note that each X(γ 0 ) ⊆ X is locally closed and X is the disjoint union of the X(γ 0 ), where γ 0 γ runs through the X-relevant faces. Moreover, if γ 0 γ is X-relevant, then we have X(γ 0 ) ⊆ X and X(γ 0 ) maps onto X(γ 0 ). In terms of the pieces X(γ 0 ) ⊆ X, we can characterize the following local properties; for the proofs see [3, 3. 3.1.8 to 3.3.1.12], the notation is as in Construction 2.1. Proposition 3.3. Let X = X(α, P, Σ) be as in 2.1 and 2.3. Let γ 0 γ and thus σ = P (γ * 0 ) ∈ Σ be X-relevant. Then the following statements are equivalent.
Proposition 3.4. Let X = X(α, P, Σ) be as in 2.1 and 2.3. Let γ 0 γ and thus σ = P (γ * 0 ) ∈ Σ be X-relevant. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) The piece X(σ) consists of locally factorial points of X.
(ii) The cone σ is regular.
Moreover, X(σ) consists of smooth points of X if and only if one of the above statements holds and X(γ 0 ) consists of smooth points of X.
As well, we can use the X-relevant faces to describe global data as the Proposition 3.5. Let X = X(α, P, Σ) be as in 2.1 and 2.3. Then, in K P = Cl(X), the Picard group of X is given by
Moreover, in (K P ) Q = Cl Q (X), the cones of effective, movable, semiample and ample divisor classes are given by
Remark 3.6. Let X = X(α, P, Σ) be as in 2.1 and 2.3. Assume that X is projective, and take any u ∈ (K P ) Q from the relative interior of the ample cone Ample(X). Then Σ can be chosen as the normal fan Σ(u) of the polytope
and e ∈ Q n+m is any element with Q(e) = u; note that in terms of the faces γ 0 γ, the normal fan is given as
Conversely, for any u ′ ∈ Mov(X)
• , the normal fan Σ(u ′ ) defines a projective variety X ′ = X(α, P, Σ(u ′ )) and there is a small quasimodification X X ′ , which is an isomorphism if and only if u and u ′ belong to the same Mori chamber.
We turn to more specific properties of the varieties produced by Construction 2.1, involving in particular the torus action.
Proposition 3.7. Let X = X(α, P, Σ) be as in 2.1 and 2.3. Suppose that the Cox ring presentation
is a complete intersection. Moreover, in the latter case, the canonical divisor class of X is given by
In particular, with the canonical divisor class K Y ∈ K B = Cl(Y ) and the maximal orbit quotient π : X Y , we have
Proof. The second and third statement follow from [3, Prop. 3.3.3.2] . The first one is seen via a simple dimension computation:
For the next observation, note that in Construction 2.1, we may remove successively maximal cones that are not X-relevant from the fan Σ. The result is a minimal fan Σ defining still the initial X. We call Z Σ in this case the minimal ambient toric variety of X. Proposition 3.8. Let X = X(α, P, Σ) be as in 2.1 and 2.3. Consider the sublattice L := {0} × Z s ⊆ Z t+s corresponding to the inclusion T s ⊆ T t+s of tori and assume that Z Σ is the minimal toric ambient variety of X.
(i) The normalization of the general T s -orbit closure of X is the toric variety defined by the fan Σ L in L, where
(ii) If the maximal orbit quotient π : X Y is a morphism, then Σ L is a subfan of Σ.
Proof. As Z Σ is the minimal toric embedding, the general T s -orbit closure of X equals the general T s -orbit closure of Z Σ . This reduces the problem to standard toric geometry.
Corollary 3.9. Let X = X(α, P, Σ) be as in 2.1 and 2.3. Assume that X is complete and Σ L is a subfan of Σ. Then we have
Proof. According to Proposition 3.8, the general T s -orbit closure of X has divisor class group of rank m − s > 0. Thus, the assertion follows from
We conclude the section by producing via Construction 2.1 an explicit example of a Mori dream space X with torus action of complexity two and maximal orbit quotient X P 1 × P 1 . 
Consider the redundant system α = (f 0 , . . . , f 5 ) of generators for R(Y ) consisting of f i := T i for i = 0, . . . , 3 and the canonical sections of the diagonals
both being of degree (1, 1) . A matrix B of relations between the degrees of generators f 0 , . . . , f 5 is given by
Then Y is embedded into the toric variety Z ∆ , the fan ∆ of which lives in Z 4 and has the following four cones as its maximal ones
where v i denotes the i-th column of B. Note that Y is given in Cox coordinates by the equation
To build the variety X, consider the matrix
obtained from B by firstly doubling the last column, then multiplying its last and third last columns with 2, adding a zero column and, after that, adding two new rows as d, d ′ part. We gain polynomials by modifying the variables of the describing relations of Y ⊆ Z ∆ accordingly to the column modifications:
, By construction, the polynomials g i are homogeneous with respect to the grading of
where Q :
, is the projection and e ij , e 1 ∈ Z 8 are the canonical basis vectors, numbered according to the variables T ij and S 1 . Let Σ = Σ(u) in Z 6 be the normal fan of the polytope
where u := (8, −4) ∈ K and e ∈ Z 8 is any point with Q(e) = u. Then Σ has the columns of P as its primitive generators. Moreover, the projection Z 8 → Z 6 onto the first six coordinates sends the rays of Σ into the rays of ∆. This gives a rational toric map π : Z Σ Z ∆ . Now, define a variety
Then X is invariant under the action of the subtors T := (1, 1, 1, 1, K * , K * ) of the acting torus T 6 of Z Σ(u) . The T-variety X is normal, of dimension four with divisor class group and Cox ring given by
where the grading of the Cox ring is the one given above. This involves application of Proposition 2.3; the necessary assumptions are directly verified. Now, applying for instance Propositions 3.3, 3.5 and 3.7, we obtain that X is a Q-factorial Fano variety of Gorenstein index 30.
Example 3.11. We show how to retrieve the description of rational T -varieties of complexity one provided in [14, 19] via Construction 2.1.
As a system of Cox ring generators, take α = (f 0 , . . . , f r ), where f i = T − a i with a i ∈ K. Then Construction 2.1 succeeds with the unit matrix B = E r+1 and the relations 
Then one has to verify the assumptions of Proposition 2.3 for both types. Together with Theorem 2.5, this basically gives the desired results.
Arrangement varieties
We use the results of Section 2 to produce all T-varieties X with maximal orbit quotient X P c such that the doubling divisors form a general hyperplane arrangement in the projective space P c . This leads to a natural and direct extension of the Cox ring based approach to complete rational T-varieties of complexity one developed in [3, 14, 15, 18] . The resulting Cox rings R(X) allow a direct description. We proceed by presenting and discussing the Cox rings first and then see how the varieties X arise via Construction 2.1. Construction 4.1. Fix integers r ≥ c > 0 and n 0 , . . . , n r > 0 as well as m ≥ 0. Set n := n 0 + . . . + n r . The input data is a pair (A, P 0 ), where
• A is a (c + 1) × (r + 1) matrix over K such that any c + 1 of its columns a 0 , . . . , a r are linearly independent, • P 0 is an integral r × (n + m) matrix built from tuples of positive integers l i = (l i1 , . . . , l ini ), where i = 0, . . . , r, as follows
Write K[T ij , S k ] for the polynomial ring in the variables T ij , where i = 0, . . . , r, j = 1, . . . , n i , and S k , where k = 1, . . . , m. Every l i defines a monomial
Moreover, for every t = 1, . . . , r − c, we obtain a polynomial g t by computing the following (c + 2) × (c + 2) determinant
Now, let e ij ∈ Z n and e k ∈ Z m denote the canonical basis vectors and consider the projection Q 0 : Z n+m → K 0 := Z n+m /im(P * 0 ) onto the factor group by the row lattice of P 0 . Then the K 0 -graded K-algebra associated with (A, P 0 ) is defined by
We list the basic properties of the resulting graded algebra. Recall that a grading of a K-algebra R = ⊕ K R w by a finitely generated abelian group is effective if the weights w ∈ K with R w = {0} generate K as a group and pointed, if R 0 = K holds and R w = {0} = R −w is only possible for torsion elements w ∈ K. Finally, we say that the grading is of complexity c if dim(R) − rk (K) = c holds.
The K 0 -grading of R(A, P 0 ) is effective, pointed, factorial and of complexity c. The variables T ij , S k define pairwise nonassociated K 0 -primes in R(A, P 0 ), and for c ≥ 2, they define even primes.
The following auxiliary statements for the proof of this theorem are also used later. We begin with discussing the specific nature of the matrix A and its impact on the ideal of relations of R(A, P ). Let w(I) ∈ K c+2 denote the cross product of the rows of A(I) and define a vector v(I) ∈ K r+1 by putting the entries of w(I) at the right places:
Then any linearly independent choice of vectors v(I 1 ), . . . , v(I r−c ) is a basis for ker(A). Note that any non-zero v ∈ ker(A) has at least c + 2 non-zero coordinates. 
Moreover, if a subset B ⊆ ker(A) generates ker(A) as a vector space, then the polynomials g v , v ∈ B, generate the ideal g 1 , . . . , g r−c . In particular, we have
with the tuples I from Remark 4.4. Observe that each g v , 0 = v ∈ ker(A), has at least c + 2 of the monomials T li i and all the g v share the same K 0 -degree. Lemma 4.5. Let R(A, P 0 ) be a graded algebra arising from Construction 4.1.
(i) If we have l i1 + . . .
Proof. To obtain (i), let A ′ be the matrix obtained by deleting the i-th column from A. Then the respective ideals defined by A and A ′ produce isomorphic rings. Adapting the matrix P 0 accordingly, gives the desired P ′ 0 . We show (ii). As elementay row operations on A neither change the required properties of A nor the defining ideal of R(A, P ), we may assume that a i1 = 0 holds and all other entries of the i-th column of A equal zero. Then the matrix A ′ obtained by deleting the first row and the i-th column from A satisfies the assumptions of Construction 4.1 with r ′ = r − 1 and c ′ = c − 1. Using Remarks 4.3 and 4.4, we see that the ideal defined by A ′ corresponds to the defining ideal of R(A, P 0 )/ T ij . Again, adapting the matrix P 0 accordingly, gives the desired P 
such that for all i, j, we have
If z ∈ K n+m is of one of these types, then also all translates t·z, where t ∈ T n+m , are so. Moreover, for X = V (g 1 , . . . , g r−c ) ⊆ K n+m we have the following statements.
(i) Every point z ∈ X is of big type or of leaf type.
(ii) Every z ∈ K n+m of big type is contained in X. (iii) For every z ∈ K n+m of leaf type, there is a t ∈ T n+m with t·z ∈ X.
Proof. To obtain (i), we have to show that any z ∈ X which is not of big type must be of leaf type. Otherwise, there are indices i 1 < . . . < i c+1 and associated j q with z iqjq = 0. As z is not of big type, there is at least one index i 0 with z i0j = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , n i0 . Remarks 4.3 and 4.4 provide us with a relation g ∈ g 1 , . . . , g r−c involving precisely the monomials T li i for i = i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i c+1 . Then g(z) = 0 implies z i0j = 0 for some j = 1, . . . , n i0 ; a contradiction.
We verify (ii) and (iii). Let z ∈ K n+m . If z is of big type, then we obviously have g i (z) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , r − c. Thus, z ∈ X. Now, assume that z is of leaf type. First consider the case I z = {1, . . . , c}. Then, suitably scaling z c+1,1 , we achieve g 1 (z) = 0. Next we scale z c+2,1 to ensure g 2 (z) = 0, and so on, until we have also g r−c (z) = 0. Then we have found our t ∈ T n+m with t·z ∈ X. Given an arbitrary I z , Remarks 4.3 and 4.4 yield a suitable system g of g 1 , . . . , g r−c . Then, for any z ∈ X, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) The Jacobian J(z) is not of full rank, i.e., we have rk (J(z)) < r − c.
(ii) The point z ∈ X is of big type and there are i 1 < . . . < i c+2 such that each of these i q fulfills one of the subsequent two conditions:
• z iqjq = 0 and l iqjq ≥ 2 hold for at least one 1 ≤ j q ≤ n iq , • z iqj = 0 and l iqj = 1 hold for at least two 1 ≤ j ≤ n iq .
In particular, the set of points z ∈ X with J(z) not of full rank is of codimension at least c + 1 in X.
Proof. Assertion (ii) directly implies the supplement and, by a simple computation, also (i). We are left with proving "(i)⇒(ii)". So, let z ∈ X be a point such that J(z) is not of full rank. Then there is a non-trivial linear combination annulating the lines of J(z):
The corresponding g := η 1 g 1 + . . . + η r−c g r−c satisfies grad(g)(z) = 0 and is of the form g = g v with a non-zero v ∈ ker(A) as in Remark 4.4. The condition grad(g)(z) = 0 implies z iji = 0 for some 1 ≤ j i ≤ n i whenever the monomial T li i
shows up in g. As observed in Remark 4.4, the polynomial g has at least c + 2 monomials. Thus, we have z iji = 0 for at least c + 2 different i. By Lemma 4.6, the point z ∈ X is of big type. Moreover, the two conditions of (ii) reflect the fact grad(g)(z) = 0. 
This gives rise to a K * -action on X having the origin as an attractive fixed point. Consequently, X is connected. Moreover, we can conclude that all invertible functions as well as all H 0 -invariant functions are constant on X. Now, Lemma 4.7 allows us to apply Serre's criterion and thus we obtain that R(A, P 0 ) is an integral, normal, complete intersection. By construction, the K 0 -grading is effective and as seen above, it is pointed. To obtain factoriality of the K 0 -grading, localize R(A, P 0 ) by the product over all generators T ij , S k , observe that the degree zero part of the resulting ring is a polynomial ring and apply [5, Thm. are pairwise different, primitive and generate Q r+s as a vector space. Consider the factor group K := Z n+m /im(P * ). Then the projection Q : Z n+m → K factors through Q 0 and we obtain the K-graded K-algebra associated with (A, P ):
deg(S k ) := w k := Q(e k ). Now, let Σ be any fan in Z r+s having precisely the rays through the columns of P as its one-dimensional cones and let Z be the associated toric variety. Then we have a commutative diagram is normal with dimension, invertible functions, divisor class group and Cox ring given by
Moreover, the inclusion Z c ⊆ Z s+c defines a subtorus T ⊆ T Z of the acting torus of Z leaving X ⊆ Z invariant and the induced T -action on X is effective and of complexity c. Finally, the dashed arrows indicate the maximal orbit quotients for the T -actions and P c ⊆ P r is the linear subspace given by
The doubling divisors of X 0 → P c are precisely the intersection of P c with the coordinate hyperplanes of P r and thus form the general hyperplane arrangement . . .
Then running Construction 2.1 leads to a variety X(α, P, Σ) = X(A, P, Σ), where the (c + 1) × (r + 1) matrix A has the normal vectors a i ∈ K c+1 of the hyperplanes H i ⊆ P c as its columns. This verifies in particular all claims made in Construction 4.8.
Remark 4.10. According to Lemma 4.5 (i), we may always assume that the defining data P of Construction 4.8 is irredundant in the sense that l i0 + . . . + l ini ≥ 2 holds for every i = 0, . . . , r. In this case, we also say that X(A, P, Σ) is irredundant. Definition 4.11. By a general arrangement variety we mean a normal projective T-variety X with only constant invertible global functions and maximal orbit quotient π : X P c such that the doubling divisors C 0 , . . . , C r ⊆ P c form a general hyperplane arrangement. Theorem 4.12. Let X be an A 2 -maximal general arrangement variety. Then X is T-equivariantly isomorphic to some X(A, P, Σ) arising from Construction 4.8.
Proof. Take the canonical sections of the doubling divisors on the maximal orbit quotient Y = P c as generators of the Cox ring R(Y ) and enter Construction 2.1. As outlined in the proof of Theorem 2.5, this reproduces X = X(α, P ). Thus, Remark 4.9 gives the assertion. 
Examples and first properties
We begin with two example classes. First, in Example 5.1, we show how intrinsic quadrics arise as general arrangement varieties. Second, in Examples 5.2 and 5.14, we exhibit a series of general arrangement varieties producing many smooth Fano examples. Then, we provide basic structural properties of general arrangement varieties, also needed in the subsequent sections. Finally, as a first application, we show that the smooth projective general arrangement varieties of Picard number one are just the classical smooth projective quadrics; see Proposition 5.15.
Example 5.1. An intrinsic quadric is a normal projective variety with a Cox ring defined by a single quadratic relation; see [8, 11] . From [11, Prop. 2.1], we infer that every intrinsic quadric admits a representation X = X(A, P, Σ) in the sense of Construction 4.8 with a matrix P having left upper block   
where −1 ≤ q ≤ r and the variables T i1 with i = q + 1, . . . , r have pairwise distinct K-degrees. In particular, we obtain that intrinsic quadrics are general arrangement varieties. Moreover, for the dimension of X, the rank of the divisor class group and the complexity of the torus action, we have dim(X) = r − 1 + s, rk (Cl(X)) = m + q + 2 − s, c = r − 1.
Example 5.2. Fix integers r > c ≥ 1. Consider the product Z = P r × P r and the Observe that for r > c + 1, the divisors V (g i ) ⊆ Z are singular. We have X = X(A, P, Σ) in the sense of Construction 4.8, where the stack matrix P has upper and lower blocks
where u and v are integers with ua − vb = 1. Observe that the toric ambient variety Z = Z Σ is indeed the product P r × P r . To see this, apply the following unimodular matrix to P from the left:
Moreover, X is of dimension r + c and comes with an effective r-torus action. The anticanonical class of X is given by
see Proposition 3.7. In particular, X is a Fano variety if and only if (a− 1)r − ac > 1 and (b − 1)r − bc > 1 hold.
We begin with our collection of structural properties of general arrangement varieties. The first one shows that there may occur inavoidable torsion in the divisor class group. Proposition 5.3. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8. Then the finite group Z r /im(P 0 ) is a subgroup of the divisor class group Cl(X).
Proof. The divisor class group of X equals K = Z n+m /im(P * ). Moreover, Z r /im(P 0 ) is the torsion part K tors 0 of the factor group K 0 = Z n+m /im(P * 0 ). Applying the snake Lemma to the exact sequences arising from P * 0 and P * yields that the kernel of K 0 → K injects into Z s . Consequently, the torsion part K tors 0 maps injectively into K.
Definition 5.4. Consider the setting of Construction 4.8 and let σ ∈ Σ. We say that the cone σ is (i) big (elementary big) if σ contains at least (precisely) one column v ij of P for every i = 0, . . . , r, (ii) a leaf cone if there is a set I σ = {i 1 , . . . , i c } of indices 0 ≤ i 1 < . . . < i c ≤ r such that for any i, we have v ij ∈ σ ⇒ i ∈ I σ .
Proposition 5.5. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8. Then, for every σ ∈ Σ, the following statements are equivalent.
(i) The cone σ is X-relevant.
(ii) The cone σ is big or a leaf cone.
Proof. Consider the face γ 0 γ with P (γ * 0 ) = σ. Then the points x ∈ X(γ 0 ) are precisely those x ∈ X satisfying x ij = 0 if and only if v ij ∈ σ. The assertion thus follows from Lemma 4.6.
Remark 5.6. Consider the setting of Construction 4.8. Set L := {0} × Z s . Then, for any σ ∈ Σ, the following statements are equivalent.
(i) The cone σ is big, Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is clear by r > c. We prove "(i)⇒(ii)". Assume that there is a big cone σ ∈ Σ. Then σ ∩ L Q belongs to Σ L but not to Σ according to 5.6 (iii); a contradiction. We turn to "(ii)⇒(i)". The task is to show that for every cone σ ∈ Σ, the intersection σ ∩ L Q is a face of σ. Let τ σ be the minimal face containing σ ∩ L Q . Then τ • ∩ L Q is non-empty. Since τ ∈ Σ is not big, we can use 5.6 (iii) to conclude τ ⊆ L Q . This means σ ∩ L Q = τ . Proposition 5.8. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8. Assume that P is irredundant, X is locally factorial, Σ consists of leaf cones and each of the sets cone(v i1 ) + L Q is covered by cones of Σ. Then n i ≥ 2 holds for all i = 0, . . . , r.
Proof. Assume that n i = 1 holds for some i. Let ̺ denote the ray through v i1 and consider the cone τ := ̺ + L Q . We claim that for every σ ∈ Σ, the intersection τ ∩ σ is a face of σ. Indeed, as Σ consists of leaf cones, the image of pr(σ) under the projection pr : Q r+s → Q r is a pointed cone, having pr(̺) as an extremal ray. Thus, τ = pr −1 (pr(̺)) cuts out a face from σ. By our assumptions, the above claim implies that τ = ̺ + L Q is a union of cones of Σ. Any cone of Σ \ Σ L contained in τ is necessarily of the form ̺ + σ L ∈ Σ with σ L ∈ Σ L . We conclude that in particular all the cones σ = ̺ + σ L , where dim(σ L ) = s, must belong to Σ. As σ and σ L are leaf cones, they are X-relevant by Proposition 5.5. Thus, Proposition 3.4 yields that σ and σ L are regular. This implies l i1 = 1; a contradiction to the assumption that P is irredundant.
Corollary 5.9. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8. Assume that X is non-toric, projective, locally factorial and that Σ consists of leaf cones. Then the Picard number of X satisfies ρ(X) ≥ r + 3 ≥ c + 4.
Proof. Since X is non-toric, we may assume that P is irredundant with r > c. Moreover, as X is projective, we may assume that Σ is complete. Thus, Proposition 5.8 applies and we obtain n ≥ 2r + 2. Then Corollary 3.9 yields the desired estimate.
Proposition 5.10. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8. Assume that X is Q-factorial. If Σ admits a big cone, then it admits an elementary big cone.
Proof. Let σ ∈ Σ be a big cone. Then σ is X-relevant according to Proposition 5.5. Proposition 3.3 tells us that σ is simplicial. Now, any elementary big face of σ is as wanted.
Corollary 5.11. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8. Assume that X is non-toric, projective and locally factorial. If X is of Picard number ρ(X) ≤ c + 3, then Σ admits an elementary big cone.
Definition 5.12. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8. We say that X is quasismooth if for every X-relevant face γ 0 γ, the set X(γ 0 ) ⊆ X consists of smooth points of X. Proposition 5.13. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8. Assume that P is irredundant, X is quasismooth and σ = cone(v 0j0 + . . . + v rjr ) is an elementary big cone of Σ.
(i) We have l iji ≥ 2 for at most c + 1 different i = 0, . . . , r.
(ii) We have n i = 1 for at most c + 1 different i = 0, . . . , r.
Proof. We have σ = P (γ * 0 ) with an X-relevant face γ 0 γ. Since X is quasismooth, every z ∈ X(γ 0 ) is a smooth point of X and thus the Jacobian J(z) is of full rank. Because of z iji = 0 for every i = 0, . . . , r, Lemma 4.7 implies that l iji ≥ 2 or n i ≥ 2 can hold for at most c + 1 different i.
Example 5.14. We continue Example 5.2. Note that suitably renumbering the variables we achieve a ≥ b. Then X is smooth if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied.
(i) We have r = c + 1, a ≥ 1 and b = 1.
(ii) We have r = c + 2 and a = b = 1 holds. Indeed, one first checks that cone(v 0j0 , . . . , v rjr ), where {j 0 , . . . , j r } equals {1, 2}, are precisely the elementary big cones of Σ. Then Lemma 4.7 (ii) and Proposition 5.13 verify the claim. Proof. According to Theorem 4.12, we may assume X = X(A, P, Σ) is as in Construction 4.8. Moreover, we may assume that P is irredundant and n 0 ≥ . . . ≥ n r holds. Finally, we have K Q = Q and may assume that the effective cone of X is Q ≥0 .
First we show that m = 0 holds. Otherwise, consider the X-relevant face γ 1 = cone(e 1 ) γ. Smoothness of X implies that the Jacobian of g 1 , . . . , g r−c does not vanish at the point x 1 ∈ X(γ 1 ) having x 1 = 1 as its only non-zero coordinate; see Proposition 3.4. This implies l i1 + . . . + l ini = 1 for some i, contradicting irredundance of P .
According to Corollary 5.11, the fan Σ admits an elementary big cone. Proposition 5.13 tells us n 0 ≥ 2. Thus γ 0j = cone(e 0j ) γ is an X-relevant face. Proposition 3.4 yields that deg(T 0j ) generates K. We conclude K = Z and deg(T 0j ) = 1. Additionally, smoothness of X(γ 01 ) implies that grad(g 1 )(x) = 0 holds for every point x ∈ X(γ 01 ). We conclude n 0 = 2 and deg(g 1 ) = 2. This implies deg(T ij ) = 1 and for all i, j, we obtain l ij = 1 or l ij = 2 according to n i = 2 or n i = 1.
Finally, observe that c = r − 1 holds, i.e., that there is only one defining relation. Indeed, otherwise, we find generators g Remark 5.16. Consider X = X(A, P, Σ) as in Construction 4.8 such that X is smooth, projective, of Picard number one and P is irredundant. By Proposition 5.15, the divisor class group Cl(X) is torsion free. Thus, Proposition 5.3 yields
, n odd.
Moreover, the torus action on X is the action of the maximal torus of Aut(X) = O(n). In particular, the torus action on X is of complexity
Smooth arrangement varieties of complexity and Picard number 2
In this section, we indicate how to establish the list of smooth projective general arrangement varieties X of true complexity two and Picard number two given in Theorem 1.1. According to Theorem 4.12, we may assume that X arises from Construction 4.8. Here are first bounds on the defining data.
Proposition 6.1. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8, where P is irredundant and we have n 0 ≥ . . . ≥ n r . Assume that X is smooth, projective of Picard number two and that the torus action is of complexity two. Then we have Cl(X) = Z 2 and one of the following statements holds.
(I) We have r = 3 and the tuple (n 0 , n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) together with the number m fits into one of the cases below, where n 0 ≥ n 1 ≥ 3: (II) We have r = 4 and m = 0 and the tuple (n 0 , n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 ) is one of (2, 2, 2, 2, 2), (2, 2, 2, 2, 1), (2, 2, 2, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1, 1, 1).
The proposition is a direct consequence of the more general statements 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7, presented and proven below. As in the corresponding case of complexity one, elaborated, in [12] , the idea is to extract bounding conditions on the defining data of X from smoothness of suitable small strata X(γ 0 ) ⊆ X. The following applies to arbitrary X(A, P, Σ) and generalizes [12, Lemma 3.9] . Lemma 6.2. Situation as in Construction 4.8. Consider the orthant γ = Q n+m ≥0 , its extremal rays γ ij := cone(e ij ) and γ k := cone(e k ) and the two-dimensional faces
(i) All γ k , resp. γ k1,k2 , are X-faces and each X(γ k ), resp. X(γ k1,k2 ), consists of singular points of X. (ii) A given γ ij , resp. γ ij,k , is an X-face if and only if n i ≥ 2 holds. In that case, X(γ ij ), resp. X(γ ij,k ), consists of smooth points of X if and only if r = c + 1, n i = 2 and l i,3−j = 1 hold. (iii) A given γ ij1,ij2 with j 1 = j 2 is an X-face if and only if n i ≥ 3 holds. In that case, X(γ ij1,ij2 ) consists of smooth points of X if and only if r = c+1, n i = 3 and l ij = 1 for the j = j 1 , j 2 hold. (iv) A given γ i1j1,i2j2 with i 1 = i 2 is an X-face if and only if we have either n i1 , n i2 ≥ 2 or n i1 = n i2 = 1 and r = c+1. In the former case X(γ i1j1,i2j2 ) consists of smooth points of X if and only if one of the following holds:
• r = c + 1, n it = 2 and l it,3−jt = 1 for a t ∈ {1, 2},
Proof. Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 directly yield the assertions.
Observe that the above statements (iii), (iv) and (v) depend on the complexity c. To proceed, we have to figure out the X-relevant ones from the above X-faces in our concrete situation. Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 lead to the following description.
Remark 6.3. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8. Assume that X is projective and has divisor class group Cl(X) of rank two. Then the effective cone of X is of dimension two and decomposes as
where τ X ⊆ Eff(X) is the ample cone, τ + , τ − are closed cones not intersecting τ X and τ + ∩ τ − consists of the origin. Due to τ X ⊆ Mov(X), each of the cones τ + and τ − contains at least two of the weights
Moreover, for every X-face {0} = γ 0 γ precisely one of the following inclusions holds:
The X-relevant faces are exactly the X-faces γ 0 γ with τ X ⊆ Q(γ 0 )
• . Note that the ample cone τ X is of dimension two if and only if X is Q-factorial. Lemma 6.4. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8. Assume that X is projective and has divisor class group Cl(X) of rank two.
(i) Suppose that X is Q-factorial. Then w k / ∈ τ X holds for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m and for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r with n i ≥ 2 we have w ij / ∈ τ X , where 1 ≤ j ≤ n i . (ii) Suppose that X is quasismooth, m > 0 holds and there is 0 ≤ i 1 ≤ r with n i1 ≥ 3. Then the w ij , w k with n i ≥ 3, j = 1, . . . , n i and k = 1, . . . , m lie either all in τ + or all in τ − . (iii) Suppose that X is quasismooth and there is 0 ≤ i 1 ≤ r with n i1 ≥ 4. Then the w ij with n i ≥ 4 and j = 1, . . . , n i lie either all in τ + or all in τ − . (iv) Suppose that X is quasismooth and there exist 0 ≤ i 1 < i 2 ≤ r with n i1 , n i2 ≥ 3. Then the w ij with n i ≥ 3, j = 1, . . . , n i lie either all in τ + or all in τ − . (v) Suppose that X is quasismooth. Then w 1 , . . . , w m lie either all in τ + or all in τ − .
Proof. Follow the lines of the proof of [12, Lemma 3.11] , replacing [12, Lemma 3.9] with the more general Lemma 6.2.
Proposition 6.5. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8, where P is irredundant and n 0 ≥ . . . ≥ n r holds. Let X be non-toric, projective, quasismooth with divisor class group of rank two. Assume that m > 0 holds and Σ admits an elementary big cone.
(i) We have r = c + 1 and are in one of the following situations: (a) We have n 0 = 2 and there exist indices i and j such that n i = 2 holds and γ ij,k is X-relevant for all k. (b) We have n 0 ≥ 3 and there exist indices i 1 = i 2 and j 1 , j 2 such that n i1 = n i2 = 2 holds and γ i1j1,k , γ i2j2,k are X-relevant for all k. (ii) Assume c = 2. Then we have r = 3 and the constellation of the n i is (n 0 , n 1 , 2, 2), (n 0 , 2, 2, 2), (n 0 , 2, 2, 1) (2, 2, 2, 2), (2, 2, 2, 1), (2, 2, 1, 1) or (2, 1, 1, 1), where n 0 ≥ n 1 ≥ 3.
Proof. Due to Lemma 6.4 (v), we may assume w 1 , . . . , w m ∈ τ + . As X is non-toric we have at least one relation g 1 . Thus, r ≥ c+1 holds and Proposition 5.13 (ii) yields n 0 ≥ 2. Lemma 6.4 (i) says that none of the w ij with n i ≥ 2 lies in τ X . Moreover, at least one of the w ij with n i ≥ 2 lies in τ − ; otherwise, since all relations g i share the same degree, we had w i1 ∈ τ + for all i with n i = 1, meaning that τ − contains no weights at all; a contradiction. In particular, if n 0 = 2 holds, then there exists a w ij ∈ τ − with n i = 2 and all γ ij,k are X-relevant. Assume n 0 ≥ 3. Then Lemma 6.4 (ii) yields w ij ∈ τ + whenever n i ≥ 3. Moreover, because all relations g i have the same degree, w ij ∈ τ + holds for all i with n i = 1. Since τ − contains at least two weights, we find i 1 , i 2 and j 1 , j 2 with n i1 = n i2 = 2 and w i1j1 , w i2j2 ∈ τ − . Note that all γ i1j1,k , γ i2j2,k are X-relevant. Now, Lemma 6.2 (ii) yields r = c + 1. Thus, Assertion (i) is proven. Assertion (ii) is a direct consequence. Proposition 6.6. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) arise from Construction 4.8, where P is irredundant and n 0 ≥ . . . ≥ n r holds. Let X be non-toric, projective, quasismooth with divisor class group of rank two. Assume that m = 0 holds and Σ admits an elementary big cone.
(i) We are in one of the following situations: (a) We have r = c + 1, n 0 = 3 > n 1 and there exists an index j such that γ 01,0j is X-relevant. (b) We have r = c+1 and there exist indices 0 ≤ i 1 < i 2 with n i1 = n i2 = 2 and indices j 0 , j 2 such that γ 0j0,i2j2 is X-relevant. (c) We have r = c + 2 and n 0 = n 1 = 2 and there exist indices 0 < i 1 and j 0 , j 1 such that γ 0j0,i1j1 is X-relevant. (ii) Assume c = 2. Then the constellation of the n i is one of the following, where n 0 ≥ n 1 ≥ 3 holds: Proof. Only for the first assertion, there is something to show. As X is non-toric we have at least one relation g 1 and conclude r ≥ c + 1. Moreover, Proposition 5.13 (ii) yields n 0 ≥ 2. Finally, Lemma 6.4 (i) shows that none of the w ij with n i ≥ 2 lies in τ X . We distinguish the following cases. First, let n 0 ≥ 4 or n 0 = n 1 = 3. By Lemma 6.4 (iii) and (iv), we may assume w ij ∈ τ + for all i with n i ≥ 3. Then w ij ∈ τ + holds as well for all i with n i = 1. Since τ − contains at least two weights, there are i 1 < i 2 and j 1 , j 2 with n i1 = n i2 = 2 and w i1j1 , w i2j2 ∈ τ − . Observe that γ 01,i2j2 is X-relevant. Moreover, Lemma 6.2 (iv) shows r = c + 1. We arrive at Case (b) of (i).
Next, let n 0 = 3 > n 1 . If all weights w 0j lie either in τ + or in τ − , then we can argue as above and end up in Case (b) of (i). Otherwise, w 01 and some w 0j for j = 2, 3 lie on different sides of τ X . Then γ 01,0j is X-relevant. Lemma 6.2 (iii) yields r = c + 1 and we are in Case (a) of (i).
Finally, let n 0 = 2. The common degree of g 1 , . . . , g r−c and hence all w ij with n i = 1 lie in precisely one of the cones τ + , τ − or τ X , where we may assume that this is not τ − . Then no pair w i1 , w i2 lies in τ − . As there must be at least two weights in τ − , we conclude n 1 = 2 and find the desired γ 0j0,1j1 . Lemma 6.2 (iv) yields r ≤ c + 2. Thus, we are in one of the Cases (b) or (c) of (i).
Corollary 6.7. Let X be a smooth projective general arrangement variety of Picard number two. Then we have Cl(X) = Pic(X) = Z 2 .
Proof. Corollary 5.11 tells us that Σ admits an elementary big cone. Thus Propositions 6.5 and 6.6 provide an X-relevant face γ 0 γ. Then the two weights stemming from γ 0 generate K as a group. This implies Cl(X)
In order to show that Theorem 1.1 lists all smooth projective general arrangement varieties of true complexity two, we have go through the cases of Proposition 6.1. After some further preparation, we will treat exemplarily Cases 6.1 (I)(a) and (b); the detailed discussion of the remaining cases is given in [23] .
Remark 6.8. Let X = X(A, P, Σ) as in Construction 4.8. be smooth, projective and of Picard number two. Corollary 6.7 ensures Cl(X) = Z 2 and we will write
for the weights. Moreover, the (common) degree of the relations g 1 , . . . , g r−c will be denoted as deg(
Recall that for each i = 0, . . . , r we have
Consider the decomposition of the effective cone Eff(X) = τ − ∪ τ X ∪ τ + from Remark 6.3. Choosing names suitably, we can fix the following orientation:
If a pair w, w ′ ∈ Q 2 is positively oriented, for instance w ∈ τ − and w ′ ∈ τ + , then det(w, w ′ ) is positive. Moreover, if w, w ′ are the weights stemming from a twodimensional X-relevant face γ 0 γ, then we have det(w, w ′ ) = 1 by Proposition 3.4. In that case, we can achieve
by a suitable unimodular coordinate change on Z 2 . Then w ′′ = (x ′′ , 1) holds whenever w, w ′′ stems from a two-dimensional X-relevant face and, similary, w ′′ = (1, y ′′ ) holds whenever w ′′ , w ′ stems from a two-dimensional X-relevant face.
Lemma 6.9. In the situation of Proposition 6.1, consider the case r = 3, m ≥ 0 and n 0 ≥ 3 > n 1 = n 2 = 2 ≥ n 3 . Then the following constellation of weights can't occur: w 01 , . . . , w 0n0 , w 12 , w 22 ∈ τ + , w 11 , w 21 ∈ τ − .
Proof. We may assume w 02 , . . . , w 0n0 , w 21 ∈ cone(w 01 , w 11 ). Applying Remark 6.8 at first to γ 01,11 ∈ rlv(X) and then to all γ 01,21 , γ 22,11 , γ 0j,11 , γ i,11 ∈ rlv(X), where j = 1, . . . , n 0 and i = 1, . . . , m, turns the degree matrix Q into the shape
where x 0j , y 21 ≥ 0 holds. Moreover, γ 01,11 , γ 01,21 ∈ rlv(X) implies l 12 = l 22 = 1 due to Lemma 6.2 (iv). With γ 21,12 ∈ rlv(X) we infer y 12 = 1 + y 21 x 12 from det(w 21 , w 12 ) = 1 and, by the shape of Q, obtain
We conclude x 12 > 0. Using γ 0j,21 ∈ rlv(X) gives det(w 21 , w 0j ) = 1 and thus x 0j y 21 = 0. As the effective cone of X is pointed, w 21 ∈ τ − implies y 21 > 0. We arrive at x 0j = 0 and thus µ 1 = 0 = l 11 + x 12 . A contradiction to l 11 , x 12 > 0.
Case 6.1 (I)(a). We have r = 3, m ≥ 0 and n 0 ≥ n 1 ≥ 3 > n 2 = n 3 = 2. This setting allows no examples satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.1.
Proof. By Lemma 6.4 (iv) and (ii), we may assume that the weights w 01 , . . . , w 0n0 , w 11 , . . . , w 1n1 and w 1 , . . . , w m all lie in τ + . At least two other weights lie in τ − . Renumbering suitably, we arrive at w 21 , w 31 ∈ τ − and w 22 , w 32 ∈ τ + because of µ ∈ τ + . Thus, Lemma 6.9 gives the assertion.
Case 6.1 (I)(b).
We have r = 3, m ≥ 0 and n 0 ≥ 3 > n 1 = n 2 = n 3 = 2. This gives the varieties Nos. 1 and 2 of Theorem 1.1.
Proof. We claim that each of τ + and τ − contains weights from w 01 , . . . , w 0n0 . Otherwise, due to Lemma 6.4 (i), we may assume that all w 0j lie in τ + . If m > 0 holds, Lemma 6.4 (ii) yields w 1 , . . . , w m ∈ τ + . As τ − contains at least two weights, we can achieve w 11 , w 21 ∈ τ − and w 12 , w 22 ∈ τ + by suitable renumbering; note that w i1 , w i2 ∈ τ − is not possible for i = 1, 2, 3 because of µ ∈ τ + . Lemma 6.9 then verifies the claim.
By the claim, we may assume w 01 , w 02 ∈ τ + and w 03 ∈ τ − . Lemma 6.4 (ii) shows m = 0 and Lemma 6.4 (iii) gives n 0 = 3. There must be at least one more weight in τ − , say w 11 . Applying Lemma 6.2 (iii) to γ 0j,03 ∈ rlv(X) we obtain l 01 = l 02 = 1. Applying Lemma 6.2 (iv) to suitable γ 0j,i2j2 ∈ rlv(X), we obtain
We may assume w 02 ∈ cone(w 01 , w 03 ). Then, applying Remark 6.8 to γ 01,03 ∈ rlv(X) and afterwards to γ 01,11 , γ 02,03 ∈ rlv(X) turns the degree matrix Q into the following shape Q = 0 x 02 1 1 x 12 x 21 x 22 x 31 x 32 1 1 0 y 11 y 12 y 21 y 22 y 31 y 32 .
Note that we have x 02 ≥ 0 because of w 02 ∈ cone(w 01 , w 03 ). We distinguish the following three cases according to the possible positions of the weights w 21 and w 22 .
We have w 21 , w 22 ∈ τ − . Then µ ∈ τ − holds and we may assume w 31 ∈ τ − . Moreover, we have γ 01,21 , γ 01,22 , γ 01,31 ∈ rlv(X) and conclude
The determinants corresponding to γ 02,21 , γ 02,22 ∈ rlv(X) both equal one, which implies y 21 x 02 = 0 and y 22 x 02 = 0. Because of y 21 + y 22 = µ 2 = 2, we obtain
The considerations performed so far show that the defining relation g 1 and the degree matrix Q are of the following shape:
We claim that all w ij , where i = 1, 2, 3, lie in τ − . That means that we have to show w 12 , w 32 ∈ τ − . Otherwise, if w 12 ∈ τ + holds, then γ 03,12 ∈ rlv(X) leads to This implies w 11 = w 21 ∈ τ − ∩ τ + , which is impossible. Analogously, one excludes w 32 ∈ τ + . Thus, we may assume a 1 ≤ a 2 ≤ a 3 and a i ≥ 2 − a i . The latter implies a i ≥ 1 and SAmple(X) = τ X = cone ((1, a 3 ), (0, 1)).
We have w 21 , w 22 ∈ τ + . Then we have µ ∈ τ + and thus w 12 ∈ τ + . Consequently γ 03,12 , γ 03,21 , γ 21,22 ∈ rlv(X) holds and we conclude y 12 = y 21 = y 22 = 1, µ 2 = 2, y 11 = 1.
Looking at the determinants associated with γ 02,11 , γ 11,21 , γ 11,22 ∈ rlv(X) we see x 02 = x 21 = x 22 = 0. This gives l 03 = µ 1 = x 21 + x 22 = 0. A contradiction.
We have w 21 ∈ τ − and w 22 ∈ τ + . Then we may assume w 31 ∈ τ − and w 32 ∈ τ + , as otherwise, up to renumbering, we are in one of the preceding cases. Applying Remark 6.8 to γ 01,21 , γ 01,31 , γ 03,22 , γ 03,32 ∈ rlv(X) and using µ 2 = 2, one obtains
We claim y 11 = 0. Otherwise, y 12 = µ 2 = 2 holds. This implies det(w 03 , w 12 ) = 2, hence γ 03,12 / ∈ rlv(X) and thus w 12 ∈ τ − . Then γ 01,12 ∈ rlv(X) leads to x 12 = 1 and µ 1 = 2. Thus w 22 = (1, 1) = w 21 ∈ τ − . A contradiction. Now, y 11 = 0 yields
due to γ 11,02 , γ 11,22 , γ 11,32 ∈ rlv(X) and homogeneity of the relation g 1 . We conclude w 12 = (0, y 12 ) ∈ τ + and γ 03,12 ∈ rlv(X) shows y 12 = 1. Finally, y 11 = µ 2 − y 12 = 1 holds. For the relation, the degree matrix and the ample cone this means Finally, the following statement asserts that the varieties of Theorem 1.1 are indeed all of true complexity two. Again, in the proof we restrict ourselves to a sample case; the full discussion will be made available elsewhere. Proposition 6.10. Each of the varieties listed in Theorem 1.1 is of true complexity two, i.e., does not admit torus actions of lower complexity.
Proof. First observe that each of the varieties listed in Theorem 1.1 has a singular total coordinate space and hence is not toric. Thus, we have to show that none of the varieties from Theorem 1.1 is isomorphic to a smooth non-toric variety of Picard number two with torus action of complexity one, which in turn are all given in [12, Thm. 1.1]. We do this exemplarily for the variety X listed as No. 5 in our Theorem 1.1. Recall that Cox ring, degree matrix and an ample class of X are The total coordinate space Spec(R) of X is of dimension m+7 with singular locus of codimension 4. Computing these data also for the varieties X ′ from [12, Thm. 1.1], we see that X can be isomorphic at most to an X ′ as in Nos. 4, 6, 10, 11 or 12 from [12, Thm. 1.1]. We now go through these cases.
Assume that X is isomorphic to the variety X ′ as in [12, Thm. 1.1, No. 4] . Then the Cox ring, the degree matrix and an ample class of X ′ are given as
The total coordinate space Spec(R ′ ) of X ′ is of dimension m ′ +5 and the codimension of its singular locus equals 5 minus the number of i with l i ≥ 2. Consequently, we obtain
We write w i for the i-th column of Q and denote by µ i the number of times it shows up as a column of Q. Analogously, we define w ′ i and µ ′ i . Then we have
Observe that w 1 , w 4 are the primitive generators of the extremal rays of the effective cone of X and w 4 is a semiample class, whereas w 1 is not semiample. Moreover, w
is a semiample primitive generator of the effective cone of X ′ . We conclude
Thus, m = 0 and m ′ = 2 hold. Comparing the multiplicities dim(R w ) and dim(R ′ w ′ ) for w and w ′ being the primitive generators differing from (1, 0) of the respective effective, moving and semiample cones of X and X ′ , we obtain
But then the anticanonical class −K X = (3a + 3, 3) is divisible by 3, whereas −K X ′ = (4b + 3, 3) is not; a contradiction. Assume that X is isomorphic to the variety X ′ as in [12, Thm. 1.1, No. 6] . Then the Cox ring, the degree matrix and an ample class of X ′ are given as
The total coordinate space Spec(R ′ ) of X ′ is of dimension m ′ + 5 hence we obtain m ′ = m + 2. As before, let w i be the i-th column of Q and µ i the number of times it shows up as a column of Q. Define w ′ i and µ ′ i analogously. We obtain
Observe that w 4 resp. w ′ 6 are the only semiample primitive generators of the effective cone of X resp. X ′ . Consequently we obtain
Comparing the multiplicities dim(R w ) and dim(R ′ w ′ ) for w and w ′ being the primitive generators differing from (1, 0) of the effective, movable and semiample cones of X and X ′ , we arrive at a 1 = a 2 = a 3 = b, which contradicts, for instance,
Assume that X is isomorphic to the variety X ′ as in [12, Thm. 1.1, No. 10] . Then the Cox ring, the degree matrix and an ample class of X ′ are given as
Let w i , w ′ i and µ i , µ ′ i be as before. As w 4 resp. w ′ 1 are the only semiample primitive generators of the effective cone of X resp. X ′ , we obtain 1 = µ
Assume that X is isomorphic to the variety X ′ as in [12, Thm. 1.1, No. 11] . Then the Cox ring, the degree matrix and an ample class of X ′ are given as
Let w i , w Assume that X is isomorphic to the variety X ′ as in [12, Thm. 1.1, No. 12] . Then the Cox ring, the degree matrix and an ample class of X ′ are given as
Comparing the primitive generators w resp. w ′ and their multiplicities dim(R w ) resp. dim(R ′ w ) of the effective, moving and semiample cones of X and X ′ , we arrive at m ′ = 3 + m, 0 < b, 0 < a 1 = a 2 = a 3 . Now, comparing the determinants of the Mori chambers of X and X ′ leads to a contradiction: we obtain
Fano and almost Fano arrangement varieties
Applying the explicit description of the canonical divisor given in Proposition 3.7, one can extract from Theorem 1.1 the Fano and the almost Fano examples. Here are the results.
Theorem 7.1. Every smooth Fano general arrangement variety of true complexity two and Picard number two is isomorphic to precisely one of the following varieties X, specified by their Cox ring R(X) and the matrix [w 1 , . . . , w r ] of generator degrees 1 a 2 a 3 1 a 3 1 1 . . . m + 5 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 a 6 a 7 1 . . . 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Let us discuss some aspects of the geometry of the Fano varieties listed in Theorem 7.1. We take a look at elementary contractions, i.e., the morphisms obtained by passing to facets of the ample cone with respect to the Mori chamber decomposition. The Mori chamber decomposition coincides with GIT-fan of the characteristic quasitorus action [20] , which in turn is directly computable in terms of the data listed in Theorem 7.1. Moreover, we look at small degenerations, that means degenerations with fibers all sharing the same divisor class group. In fact, degenerating the quadrinomial equations of the Cox ring into trinomial ones, reflects a degeneration of Cox rings inducing a small degeneration of the underlying Fano variety into a possibly singular variety with a torus action of complexity one.
We now explicitly go through the list of Theorem 7.1. By Q k ⊆ P k+1 , we denote the smooth projective quadric of dimension k. Moreover, when we say that a variety is Gorenstein, terminal, etc. then we mean that it is singular but has at most Gorenstein, terminal, etc. singularities. For the resulting T -varieties of complexity one in the degeneration process, the properties of being Gorenstein, terminal etc. have been checked using [7, 16] .
No. 1:
The variety X is of dimension 6 and admits two elementary contractions Q 6 ← X → P 1 . Here, X → Q 6 is birational with center Q 4 and X → P 1 is a Mori fiber space with general fiber Q 5 and special fibers over [0, 1] and [1, 0] , both isomorphic to the singular quadric V(T 1 T 2 + T 3 T 4 + T 5 T 6 ) ⊆ P 6 . Moreover, we obtain small degenerations of X into two different terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one.
No. 2.
The variety X is of dimension 6 and admits two elementary contractions Q 6 ← X → P 4 . The morphism X → Q 6 is birational with center P 2 and X → P 4 is a Mori fiber space with general fiber P 2 . Moreover, we obtain small degenerations of X into two different terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one.
No. 3.
The variety X is of dimension 5 and admits two elementary contractions Q 5 ← X → P 1 . The morphism X → Q 5 is birational with center Q 3 and X → P 1 is a Mori fiber space with general fiber Q 4 and singular fibers over [0, 1] and [1, 0] , both isomorphic to the singular quadric V(T 1 T 2 + T 3 T 4 + T 2 5 ) ⊆ P 5 . Moreover, we obtain small degenerations on X into three different terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one.
No. 4A. The variety X is of dimension m+5 and admits two elementary contractions Y ← X → P 3 . Here, Y is a hypersurface of degree 3 in P(1 4 , 2 m+3 ). The morphism X → Y is birational with center isomorphic P m+2 and the morphism X → P 3 is a Mori fiber space with fibers P m+2 . Moreover, for dim(X) ≤ 6, we obtain small degenerations of X into two different terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one.
No. 4B. The variety X is of dimension m+5 and admits two elementary contractions Y ← X → P 3 , where
The morphism X → P 3 is a Mori fiber space with fibers P m+2 . Moreover, for dim(X) ≤ 6, we obtain small degenerations into two different log terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one.
No. 4C. The variety X is of dimension m + 5 and admits a Mori fiber space X → P 3 with fibers P m+2 . Moreover, for dim(X) ≤ 6, we obtain small degenerations int two different into terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one.
No. 4D. In both cases d 1 = 0, 1 the corresponding variety X is of dimension m + 5 and admits a Mori fiber space X → P 3 with fibers P m+2 . In case d 1 = 1 or m = 0 we obtain a birational elementary contraction X → Y , where
Moreover, for dim(X) ≤ 6, we obtain small degenerations into two different terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one.
No. 4E. The variety X is of dimension m + 5 and admits two Mori fiber spaces P m+3 ← X → P 3 . The morphism X → P 3 has fibers P m+2 . To describe the fibers of ϕ : X → P m+3 set Y c := {[z 0 , . . . , z m+3 ] ∈ P m+3 ; z i = 0 for exactly c entries i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}} .
Then we obtain Note that Y 4 = ∅ in case m = 0. Moreover, for dim(X) ≤ 6, we obtain a small degeneration into a Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -variety of complexity one with singularities worse than log terminal.
No. 4F. Case d 1 = 0 or m = 0: The variety X is of dimension m + 5 and admits two Mori fiber spaces P m+3 ← X → P 3 . The morphism X → P 3 has fibers P m+2 . To describe the fibers of ϕ : X → P m+3 , set as above Y c := {[z 0 , . . . , z m+3 ] ∈ P m+3 ; z i = 0 for exactly c entries i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}} .
Note that Y 4 = ∅ in case m = 0. We obtain
otherwise.
The variety X is of dimension m + 5 and admits two elementary contractions P m+2 ← X → P 3 . The morphism X → P 3 is a Mori fiber space with fibers P m+2 . In both cases, for dim(X) ≤ 6, we obtain a small degeneration into a log terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -variety of complexity one.
No. 4G. The variety X is of dimension m+5. and admits a Mori fiber space X → P 3 with fibers P m+2 . If d i = 0 or m = 0 holds, then X admits another Mori fiber space X → P m+3 with general fiber P 2 and fiber P 3 over V(T 0 , T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ). If d 1 = −1 and d 2 = 0 holds, then we obtain a birational elementary contraction X → V (T 0 T 1 + T 2 T 3 + T 4 T 5 + T 6 T 7 ) ⊆ P m+6 .
In case d 1 = −2 and d 2 = 0 we obtain a birational contraction X → Y onto a hypersurface Y of degree 3 in P(1 4 , 2 m+3 ). Moreover, for dim(X) ≤ 6, we obtain a small degeneration into a terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -variety of complexity one.
No. 5. The variety X is of dimension m + 5 and admits a Mori fiber space X → P m+2 . As earlier, set Y c := {[z 0 , . . . , z m+2 ] ∈ P m+2 ; z i = 0 for exactly c entries i ∈ {0, 1, 2}} .
Then we obtain
Moreover, for dim(X) = 6, we obtain a small degeneration into a terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -variety of complexity one and another one into a log terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -variety of complexity one.
No. 6. The variety X is of dimension m + 5 ≥ 7 and admits a Mori fiber space X → P m+1 . Set Y c := {[z 0 , . . . , z m+1 ] ∈ P m+1 ; z i = 0 for exactly c entries i ∈ {0, 1}} .
Moreover, for dim(X) = 7, we obtain small degenerations into two different terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one.
No. 7.
The variety X is of dimension m + 5 and admits a Mori fiber space X → P m with general fiber Q 5 and fibers isomorphic to the singular quadric V(T 0 T 1 + T 2 T 3 + T 4 T 5 ) ⊆ P 6 over [0, z 1 , . . . , z m ]. Moreover, for dim(X) = 8, we obtain small degenerations into two different terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one.
No. 8. The variety X is of dimension m + 5 and admits a birational elementary contraction X → P m+5 with center Q 4 . If m = 1 holds, then X is of dimension 6 and admits a birational elementary contraction X → Q 6 sending a P 5 to a point. Moreover, for dim(X) = 6, we obtain a small degeneration into a terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -variety of complexity one and another one into a terminal, Q-factorial, Fano T -variety of Gorenstein index two and complexity one.
No. 9. The variety X is of dimension m+5 and admits a Mori fiber space X → P m−1 with general fiber Q 6 . If a i = 0 holds for all i, then X admits moreover a Mori fiber space X → Q 6 with fibers P m−1 . Moreover, for dim(X) = 7, we obtain a small degeneration into terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -variety of complexity one.
No. 10. The variety X is of dimension m+ 5 and admits a Mori fiber space X → Q 6 with general fiber isomorphic to P m−1 . In the case that 0 < d 2 = . . . = d m holds the variety X admits moreover a birational contraction X → Y , where
with center P m−2 . Moreover, for dim(X) = 7, we obtain a small degeneration into a terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -variety of complexity one.
No. 11. The variety X is of dimension m + 4 and admits a birational elementary contraction X → P m+4 . If m = 1 holds X is of dimension 5 and admits a birational elementary contraction X → Q 5 sending a P 4 to a point. Moreover, for dim(X) = 5, we obtain small degenerations into two different terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one and another one into a terminal, Gorenstein, Q-locally factorial, Fano T -variety of complexity one. For dim(X) = 6, we obtain small degenerations into two different terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one and another one into a terminal, Q-locally factorial, Fano T -variety of Gorenstein index 2 and complexity one.
No. 12. The variety X is of dimension m + 4 and admits a Mori fiber space X → P m−1 with general fiber Q 5 . In the case that a i = 0 holds for all i the variety X admits moreover a Mori fiber space X → Q 5 with fibers P m−1 . Moreover, for dim(X) = 6, we obtain small degenerations into two different terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one. with center P m−2 . Moreover, for dim(X) = 6, we obtain small degenerations into two different terminal, Gorenstein, locally factorial, Fano T -varieties of complexity one.
No. 14. The variety X is of dimension 6 and admits two Mori fiber spaces P 4 ← X → P 4 . In both cases we have general fibers isomorphic to P 2 and special fibers The resulting variety X ′ is of one dimension higher. In terms of birational geometry, the duplication of a free weight means taking an elementary contraction X 1 → X with fibre P 1 , passing via a series of small quasimodifications to X t and then performing a contraction of a prime divisor X t → X ′ , see [12, Prop. 5.3] . It follows from [12, Prop. 5.4, Thm. 5.5] that every smooth Fano variety of true complexity one and Picard number two is of dimension 4 to 7 or arises via iterated duplications of free weights from a finite set of smooth projective varieties of true complexity one and Picard number two of dimension 4 to 7. For the Fano general arrangement varieties of true complexity two listed in Theorem 7.1, one directly establishes the analogous statement with a finite set of starting varieties of dimensions 5 to 8. It would be interesting to see if the smooth Fano general arrangement varieties of Picard number two but higher complexity behave similarly.
Theorem 7.4. Every smooth projective truly almost Fano general arrangement variety of true complexity two and Picard number two is isomorphic to precisely one of the following varieties X, specified by their Cox ring R(X), the matrix [w 1 , . . . , w r ] of generator degrees and an ample class u ∈ Cl(X) = Z 2 .
